A Novel Triple-Permanent-Magnet-Excited Vernier Machine with Double-Stator Structure for Low-Speed and High-Torque Applications
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Abstract: In this paper, a novel triple-permanent-magnet-excited vernier (TPMEV) machine with double-stator (DS) is proposed, of which the power density and the torque density are effectively improved to satisfy the operating requirements of low speed and high torque density for direct drive systems. Three sets of permanent magnets (PMs) are placed on the two stators and the rotor, respectively, and the magnetic fields excited by these PMs are modulated to effective magnetic field harmonics with low pole-pair numbers and high speeds based on bi-directional field modulation effect of the non-uniform airgap permeance. Then two sets of armature windings respectively accommodated in two stators are designed according to the effective magnetic field harmonics, thus achieving the coupling between the PM magnetic fields produced by three sets of PMs and armature windings. Firstly, the topology of the TPMEV-DS machine is introduced. Secondly, the airgap flux density of the machine is analyzed based on the equivalent magnetic circuit method, which proves the improvement potentiality of power density and torque density due to the bi-directional field modulation effect. Finally, the performance of the TPMEV-DS machine is calculated and analyzed by the finite element method, verifying the advantages of high power density and high torque density for the direct drive systems.
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1. Introduction

Due to their low speed and high torque density performance, field-modulation (FM) permanent magnet (PM) machines, such as PM vernier machines [1,2], magnetic-gear PM machines [3,4], and vernier hybrid machines [5], have been widely used for direct drive applications. FMFM machines operate based on the field-modulation theory [6], in which the PM magnetic field is modulated by the non-uniform airgap permeance, so that a series of space harmonics with different pole-pair numbers and rotation speeds are generated in the airgap. Different from conventional PM machines, the armature windings of FMFM machines are connected according to one of the effective harmonic components with low pole-pair number and high speed. Thus, the rotation speed of armature reaction magnetic field is much higher than the rotor speed generally, so that the so-called self-deceleration capability is realized [7,8], which can be expressed as

\[ v_a = v_{ef} = \frac{N_{st} \pm p_a}{p_a} v_t = \frac{p_{PM}}{p_a} v_t = G_r v_t \]
in which \( v_a \) and \( v_{ef} \) are the rotation speeds of the armature reaction magnetic field and the effective harmonic component, respectively; \( p_a \) and \( N_{st} \) are the pole-pair number of armature windings and the number of modulating poles, respectively; \( p_{PM} \) is the pole-pair number of PMs; \( G_r \) is named the magnetic gear ratio which is the rotation speed ratio between the armature reaction magnetic field and the rotor; and \( v_1 \) is the rotation speed of the rotor.

Then the torque output of an FMPM machine can be written as

\[
T = \frac{\mu A_s B_{gmax} G_r}{k_d} \tag{2}
\]

in which \( \mu \) is the coefficient relative to the machine structure, \( A_s \) is the stator electrical loading, \( B_{gmax} \) is the amplitude of the effective harmonic magnetic flux density and \( k_d \) is the leakage coefficient.

It can be seen from (2) that the torque of FMPM machines is in proportion to the product of \( B_{gmax} \) and \( G_r \) when \( A_s \) and \( k_d \) are determined. Thus, two methods can be adopted for the design of FMPM machines to further improve the torque density.

(a) Selecting a magnetic gear ratio as high as possible.

According to (1), \( G_r \) equals the ratio between \( p_{PM} \) and \( p_a \), so the higher \( G_r \) can be obtained by increasing the pole-pair number of PMs or reducing the pole-pair number of armature windings \([9,10]\).

(b) Increasing \( B_{gmax} \).

Although high torque density performance can be achieved in FMPM machines based on its FM operating principle, the amplitude of effective magnetic field harmonics contributing to electromechanical energy conversion is much lower than that of conventional PM machines, so it is necessary to find an appropriate way to improve \( B_{gmax} \) \([11,12]\).

However, the machine tooth-pole arrangement, especial the pole-pair of rotor PMs, is usually decided by the application requirements. Furthermore, the power factor may be reduced when the higher \( G_r \) is selected \([13,14]\). Thus, the torque density of FMPM machines can be improved by increasing the utilization ratio or consumption of PMs to increase \( B_{gmax} \) \([15,16]\). The armature windings of FMPM machines are connected according to the effective harmonic component of the magnetic field in the airgap rather than the fundamental one generated by PMs directly, so it is possible to obtain effective harmonics with same pole-pair number by modulated multiple sets of PMs with different pole-pair numbers according to (1). Thus, the resultant magnetic field \( B_{gmax} \) can be increased due to the contributions of each set of PMs. In \([17]\), a dual-PM harmonic machine employing two sets of PMs located on stator and rotor, respectively, was proposed. The effective coupling between the magnetic field excited by these two sets of PMs and the armature windings is achieved by the so-called bi-directional field modulation effect. Thus, this dual-PMs harmonic machine has the capability to offer much higher torque owing to the utilization of two sets of PMs. According to the quantitative comparison between the dual-PMs machine and a conventional PM synchronous machine with the same rotor pole-pair number and overall dimension \([18]\), the dual-PMs machine has a 125% higher torque output capability.

However, it is still desirable to find more effective methods for the further power density and torque density enhancement of FMPM machines because of the requirements of direct-drive systems. Actually, the operation principle of FMPM machines is similar to that of co-axial magnetic gears (MGs) and FMPM machines can be obtained from any co-axial MGs by replacing one set of PMs with armature windings \([19]\) or just by adding armature windings directly on stators or rotors of co-axial MGs \([20]\). In \([21]\), a triple-permanent-magnet-excited (TPME) MG was proposed and analyzed. Due to the adoption of a triple-permanent-magnet, the TPME MG can achieve a 20% higher torque density compared with conventional co-axial MGs, which provides a new design concept to increase the torque density of FMPM machines.
In this paper, a novel triple-permanent-magnet-excited vernier (TPMEV) machine with double-stator (TPMEV-DS) is proposed, which is composed of two coaxial stators and an intermediate rotor. Three sets of PMs are located on the double-stator (DS) and rotor, respectively. The adopted DS structure enables higher power and torque density due to the utilization improvement of the machine space. Furthermore, the bi-directional effects of the two airgaps are artfully engaged to guarantee the coupling between the effective harmonic magnetic fields excited by the three sets of PMs and the armature reaction magnetic field excited by the two sets of armature windings, so the power density and torque density are further improved. The detailed machine topology and operation principle will be discussed. Besides, two-dimensional finite element analysis (2D-FEA) will be used to calculate and analyze the machine performances.

2. Machine Configuration and Operation Principle

2.1. Machine Configuration

The structure of proposed TPMEV-DS machine is presented in Figure 1, in which the outer stator accommodating a set of three-phase windings, named “primary windings”, provides the main power of the machine. The other set of three-phase windings, named “secondary windings”, is accommodated in the inner stator. Two sets of PMs are mounted in the slot openings of outer stator and inner stator, respectively, while the intermediate rotor composed of segmented iron pieces and PMs are sandwiched between two stators. Based on the bi-directional field modulation effect of the two airgaps with non-uniform permeance, the magnetic fields excited by the three sets of PMs can be coupled with the fields produced by two sets of three-phase windings, which is helpful for the improvement of power density and torque density.

![Configuration of proposed triple-permanent-magnet-excited vernier with double-stator (TPMEV-DS) machine.](image)

The TPMEV-DS machine operates on a field modulation effect, according to which the machine stator/rotor pole combination among stator teeth, PMs on stator, rotor teeth, PMs on rotor and the two sets of windings can be arranged. When the TPMEV-DS machine is excited only by PMs on DS, the stator/rotor pole combination is governed by

\[ p_{PMs} = p_r \pm p_a \]  

(3)

in which \( p_a \) is the pole-pair numbers of primary windings and secondary windings, \( p_{PMs} \) is the pole-pair numbers of PMs on each stator, and \( p_r \) is the number of rotor teeth.
When the machine is excited only by PMs on DS, the stationary magnetic field with 24 pair pole-pair numbers is generated in two airgaps, as shown in Figure 2a. Simultaneously, the rotating magnetic field with 22 pole-pair numbers is modulated by the rotating 22 rotor teeth, and the effective harmonic magnetic field with 2 pole-pair numbers is achieved in two airgaps as shown in Figure 2b. Comparing Figure 2a,b, the magnetic field distributions and flux linked by two sets of windings are consistent. So the PMs respectively located on the stators and rotor can contribute to the energy conversion together. In Figure 2c, the magnetic field is excited by three sets of PMs together, which is equivalent to the superposition of magnetic fields excited by DS PMs and rotor PMs. Compared with the conventional FMPM machines, the amount of PMs is increased, so the airgap flux density as well as power density and torque density can be improved.

\[ p_{PMr} = p_s \mp p_a \]  

(4)

where \( p_s \) is the number of stator teeth, \( p_{PMs} \) is the pole-pair number of PMs on rotor.

The stator/rotor pole combination adopted by the TPMEV-DS machine in this paper is

\[ p_a = 2 \]

(5)

\[ p_s = p_{PMs} = 24 \]

(6)

\[ p_r = p_{PMr} = 22 \]

(7)

2.2. Operation Principle

According to (3) and (4), the TPMEV-DS machine can be divided into two parts according to the different excitations of PMs. Figure 2 shows the magnetic field distributions due to the different excitations of PMs. The segmented iron pieces of the rotor and the salient teeth of DS lead to the non-uniform airgap permeance, thus a number of asynchronous space harmonics can be produced. When the machine is excited only by PMs on DS, the stationary magnetic field with 24 pair pole-pair numbers is modulated by the rotating 22 rotor teeth, and the effective harmonic magnetic field with 2 pole-pair numbers is generated in two airgaps, as shown in Figure 2a. Simultaneously, the rotating magnetic field with 22 pole-pair numbers excited by PMs on the rotor is modulated by 24 stationary teeth of two stators, respectively, then the effective harmonic magnetic field with 2 pole-pair numbers is achieved in two airgaps as shown in Figure 2b. Comparing Figure 2a,b, the magnetic field distributions and flux linked by two sets of windings are consistent. So the PMs respectively located on the stators and rotor can contribute to the energy conversion together. In Figure 2c, the magnetic field is excited by three sets of PMs together, which is equivalent to the superposition of magnetic fields excited by DS PMs and rotor PMs. Compared with the conventional FMPM machines, the amount of PMs is increased, so the airgap flux density as well as power density and torque density can be improved.

![Figure 2. No-load magnetic field distributions. (a) Excited by double-stator (DS) permanent magnets (PMs); (b) excited by rotor PMs; (c) excited by DS PMs and rotor PMs together.](image)

2.3. Harmonic Analysis

To more clearly reveal the operation principle and torque generation mechanism of the TPMEV-DS machine, the flux density in the airgap is analyzed based on the equivalent magnetic circuit method. Some assumptions are made to simplify the process of analysis.

- The relative permeability of PM is 1.
- The magnetic field changes only in a radial direction.
All the PMs are uniformly arranged in the outer stator slots, and each PM and its adjacent outer stator tooth constitutes a pair of magnetic poles. When only PMs on the outer stator are considered, the corresponding PM magnetomotive force (MMF) can be expressed as

$$F_{PMs, out}(\theta) = \sum_{m=1,3\ldots}^{+\infty} \frac{2F_{PMs, out}}{m\pi} \sin(mp_{PM}\frac{\theta_{PM}}{2}) \cos(mp_{PM}\theta)$$

(8)

where the $F_{PMs, out}$ is the MMF amplitude of a single PM pole, $p_{PM}$ is the pole number of the PMs and the $\theta_{PM}$ is the arc of outer stator PMs.

The intermediate rotor is composed of segmented iron pieces and PMs. Because of the different permeance of PMs and segmented iron, a non-uniform airgap is established. Considering the rotation of the rotor, the rotor permeance can be expressed as

$$\lambda_r(\theta, t) = \lambda_{0r} + \sum_{n=1}^{+\infty} 2 \frac{\lambda_{ppr}}{n\pi} \sin(np_r\frac{\theta_r}{2}) \cos[np_r(\theta - \theta_0 - \omega_r t)]$$

(9)

where $\lambda_{0r}$ and $\lambda_{ppr}$ are the average value and peak-to-peak value of the rotor permeance, respectively, $p_r$ is the number of rotor iron poles, $\theta_r$ is the arc of single rotor iron pole, $\theta_0$ and $\omega_r$ are the initial mechanical angle and the mechanical angular velocity of the rotor.

Thus, according to (8) and (9), the flux density in the inner airgap can be expressed as

$$B(\theta, t) = F_{PMs, out}(\theta)\lambda_r(\theta, t) = A_1 \sum_{n=1,3\ldots}^{+\infty} \varepsilon_1 \cos(mp_{PM}\theta) + A_2 \sum_{n=1,3\ldots}^{+\infty} \sum_{m=1}^{+\infty} \varepsilon_1 \varepsilon_2 [\cos a_1 + \cos a_2]$$

$$A_1 = \frac{2\lambda_{ppr}F_{PMs, out}}{\pi}, A_2 = \frac{2\lambda_{ppr}F_{PMs, out}}{n^2}, \varepsilon_1 = \frac{1}{m} \sin(mp_{PM}\frac{\theta_{PM}}{2}), \varepsilon_2 = \frac{1}{n} \sin(np_r\frac{\theta_r}{2})$$

$$a_1 = (mp_{PM} + np_r) \left[ \theta - np_r(\theta_0 + \omega_r t) \right], a_2 = (mp_{PM} - np_r) \left[ \theta + np_r(\theta_0 + \omega_r t) \right]$$

(10)

From (10), it can be found that the airgap flux density has both stationary and rotating components, and the spatial orders, amplitudes and rotational velocities of the corresponding harmonics in the inner airgap are summarized in Table 1. At the same time, the flux density harmonics are also generated in the outer airgap, of which the spatial order and the rotation velocities are consistent theoretically with those in the inner airgap; however, the amplitudes are different. It should be mentioned that the flux density produced by the PMs on the inner stator and its corresponding harmonic analysis are similar to those due to the PMs on outer stator, so it is not presented in this paper.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Spatial</th>
<th>Amplitude</th>
<th>Rotating Velocity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$mp_{PM}$</td>
<td>$A_1\varepsilon_1$</td>
<td>0</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>mp_{PM} - np_r</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$mp_{PM} + np_r$</td>
<td>$A_2\varepsilon_1\varepsilon_2$</td>
<td>$\frac{np_r\omega_r}{mp_{PM} + np_r}$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Table 1.** Excited harmonic components by the PMs on outer stator.
Secondly, all the PMs are uniformly arranged between the adjacent segmented iron bars on the rotor. Each PM and its neighboring iron core constitute a pair of magnetic poles. Taking the rotation of the rotor into account, the corresponding MMF produced by the PMs on the rotor can be indicated as:

$$F_{PMr}(\theta, t) = \sum_{i=1,3,5...}^{+\infty} \frac{2F_{PMr}F_{PM}}{\pi} \sin(i\frac{\phi_{PMr}}{2}) \cos(i\frac{\phi_{PMr}}{2})$$

(11)

where $F_{PMr}$ is the MMF amplitude of a single PM pole, $p_{PMr}$ is the pole-pair number of rotor PM magnetic fields, and $\phi_{PMr}$ is the PM arc.

To the magnetic field produced by the rotor PMs, the teeth of two stators function as modulation poles, and the modulation functions of the outer and inner stators are similar to generate flux density harmonics in outer airgap and inner airgap, respectively. Thus, only the modulation function of inner stator teeth is presented. The inner stator permeance can be expressed as

$$\lambda_{s, inner}(\theta) = \lambda_{0, inner} + \sum_{j=1}^{2\lambda_{pps}} \frac{2\lambda_{pps}}{\pi} \sin(j\frac{\theta_{s, inner}}{2}) \cos(j\frac{\theta}{2})$$

(12)

where the $\lambda_{0, inner}$ and the $\lambda_{pps}$ are the average value and the peak-to-peak value of inner stator permeance, and $\theta_{s, inner}$ is the arc of stator teeth.

So the harmonics in the inner airgap can be expressed as

$$B(\theta, t) = F_{PMr}(\theta, t)A_{s, inner}(\theta) = A_{3}\sum_{i=1,3,5...}^{+\infty} \epsilon_{3} \cos(\frac{i\phi_{PMr}(\theta - \frac{\phi_{PMr}}{2})}{2}) + A_{4}\sum_{i=1,3,5...}^{+\infty} \epsilon_{4} \cos(\frac{i\phi_{PMr}(\theta - \frac{\phi_{PMr}}{2})}{2})$$

(13)

The spatial orders, amplitudes and rotational velocities of the corresponding harmonics in inner airgap are summarized in Table 2.

### Table 2. Excited harmonic components by the PMs on the rotor.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Group</th>
<th>Spatial</th>
<th>Amplitude</th>
<th>Rotating Velocity</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>$\phi_{PMr}$</td>
<td>$A_{3}\epsilon_{3}$</td>
<td>$\frac{\omega_{r}}{1}p_{PMr}$</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>$</td>
<td>p_{s} -</td>
<td>p_{PMr}</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>$p_{s} +</td>
<td>p_{PMr}</td>
<td>$</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

From Tables 1 and 2, it can be seen that a series of harmonics are produced by modulating the magnetic fields excited by the PMs on the DS and rotor, respectively. In Table 1, there are three kinds of main harmonics, which can be divided into stationary and rotating components. The harmonics of group 1 are stationary and are produced by PMs on the stator without modulation. The harmonics of group 2 and group 3 are the components produced by the modulation of rotor iron poles to the magnetic field of group 1. In Table 2, the harmonics of group 1 are directly excited by the PMs on the rotor which rotates synchronously with the rotor. The harmonics of group 2 and group 3 are generated by the modulation of stator teeth to the components of group 1.

Furthermore, the speed of the harmonic components of group 1 in Table 1 is 0; therefore, it cannot induce back electromotive force (EMF) in two sets of windings and no energy conversion is achieved. The harmonic components of group 1 in Table 2 is directly excited by rotor PMs and synchronously rotates with the rotor, which are used to achieve energy conversion in conventional PM machines. The harmonic components of group 2 and group 3 in Tables 1 and 2, respectively, have the same pole-pair...
numbers and speeds, so they can contribute to produce torque output together when the magnetic fields of two sets of armature windings have the same spatial order and rotating speed. In order to achieve the low speed and high torque performances, the armature windings is designed according to the effective harmonic component with the lowest pole-pair number and the highest rotating speed. So the harmonic components of group 2 in Tables 1 and 2 are selected and the pole-pair number of the effective harmonic is 2 with $m = n = i = j = 1$.

On the other hand, in order to achieve effective coupling between the armature magnetic field and the effective PM harmonic magnetic field, the frequency of current injected into the armature windings is obtained as

$$f_a = \frac{p_{efs} \omega_{efs}}{2\pi} = \frac{p_{efs} \omega_{efr}}{2\pi} = \frac{p_r \omega_r}{2\pi} \tag{14}$$

where the $p_{efs}$ and $\omega_{efs}$ are the pole-pair number of effective harmonics excited by PMs on the stator and its corresponding mechanical angular speed, respectively; and $p_{efr}$ and $\omega_{efr}$ are the pole-pair number of the effective harmonic excited by PMs on rotor and its corresponding mechanical angular velocity, respectively. It can be seen that the rotational speed of armature reaction magnetic field is different from the rotating speed of the rotor, but the frequency of armature current is the same with traditional PM synchronous machines.

3. Performance Analysis

3.1. Magnetization Patterns

The TPMEV-DS machine possesses three sets of PMs. According to (10) and (13), the TPMEV-DS machine can operate when these PMs are magnetized in different directions, namely the radial outward direction or radial inward direction, respectively. Thus, four possible magnetization patterns can be achieved, as shown in Figure 3. Dimension parameters are defined in Figure 4 and listed in Table 3.

Back-EMF waveforms of the phase A in four models with different magnetization patterns are shown in Figure 5. Compared Figure 5a,b, it can be seen that the maximum peak value is achieved when the magnetization directions of the three sets of PMs are same, as shown in Model 1, so the magnetization pattern of Model 1 is adopted in this paper.

Figure 3. Magnetization patterns. (a) Model 1; (b) Model 2; (c) Model 3; (d) Mode 4.

Figure 4. Dimension parameters of the TPMEV-DS machine.
Table 3. Dimension parameters of TPMEV-DS Machine.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Symbol</th>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Unit</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$h_1$</td>
<td>Thickness of inner stator PMs</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_2$</td>
<td>Width of inner stator teeth</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>4.4</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_3$</td>
<td>Height of inner stator yoke</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_4$</td>
<td>High of inner stator shoes</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_5$</td>
<td>Width of inner stator shoes</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>3.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_6$</td>
<td>Thickness of outer stator PMs</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_7$</td>
<td>Width of outer stator teeth</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>5.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_8$</td>
<td>Width of outer stator shoes</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>4.3</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_9$</td>
<td>Height of outer stator yoke</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$h_{10}$</td>
<td>Height of outer stator shoes</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_1$</td>
<td>Inner radius of inner stator</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_2$</td>
<td>Outer radius of inner stator</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>40</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_3$</td>
<td>Inner radius of intermediate rotor</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>40.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_4$</td>
<td>Outer radius of intermediate rotor</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>$r_5$</td>
<td>Outer radius of outer stator</td>
<td>mm</td>
<td>70</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Series turns per phase of primary windings 150
Series turns per phase of secondary windings 100

Stack length mm 50
Length of airgap mm 0.5
Remanence of PMs T 1.2
Volume of outer stator PMs mm$^3$ 16,400
Volume of rotor PMs mm$^3$ 37,350
Volume of inner stator PMs mm$^3$ 13,900

Figure 5. Back-electromotive force (EMF) waveforms in phase A of four magnetization patterns. (a) Primary windings; (b) secondary windings.
3.2. Relative Position of Inner Stator and Outer Stator

The TPMEV-DS machine adopts a coaxial double stator, and the magnetic circuit may be changed with the change of relative position of inner stator and outer stator. The electrical angle between the centerlines of outer stator teeth and inner stator teeth is defined as $\beta$, as shown in Figure 6. Figure 7 shows the magnetic field distributions when $\beta = 0^\circ$, $\beta = 60^\circ$, $\beta = 120^\circ$ and $\beta = 180^\circ$. It can be seen that shorted magnetic flux around airgaps by the stators’ teeth and rotor iron cores is increased with the improvement of $\beta$, and the magnetic flux coupled by the armature windings is decreased as well, which can be seen from the reduced magnetic field density in the outer stator yoke. Thus, the maximum back-EMF is obtained under $\beta = 0^\circ$. Figure 8 shows the variation trend of back-EMF peak values inducted in two sets of windings and the peak-to-peak value of cogging torque versus the changes of $\beta$, respectively. It can be seen that the back-EMF peak values of the two sets of windings reach the maximum values and the peak-to-peak value of cogging torque is relatively small when $\beta$ equals zero, respectively. So $\beta$ is selected to be zero in this paper.

![Figure 6. The relative position between outer stator and inner stator.](image1)

![Figure 7. Magnetic field distributions. (a) $\beta = 0$; (b) $\beta = 60$; (c) $\beta = 120$; (d) $\beta = 180$.](image2)

![Figure 8. Back-EMF and cogging torque with different $\beta$.](image3)
3.3. Airgap Flux Density

In order to verify the harmonic analysis in Section 2.3, the airgap flux density in the outer airgap and inner airgap are calculated by FEA. Figure 9 shows the airgap density waveforms in the outer airgap in 0 to 180 mechanical degrees due to different excitation sources and the corresponding harmonic spectra. The amplitudes of the main harmonics are listed in Table 4. Firstly, the main harmonics of the airgap flux density due to outer stator PMs and inner stator PMs are, respectively, the 2nd and the 24th components, where the 24th harmonic component is directly excited by PMs with 24 pole-pair number and the 2nd harmonic component is generated by modulation of segmented iron cores of the intermediate rotor. When the machine is excited by PMs on the rotor, the main harmonics in the outer airgap are the 22nd and the 2nd components, where the 22nd harmonic is directly excited by rotor PMs whilst the 2nd harmonic component is generated by the modulation of the outer stator teeth. So, the primary windings are designed according to the 2nd harmonic component to couple with three sets of PMs together. It can be seen that the amplitude of the resultant 2nd harmonic component excited by the three sets of PMs is 0.309T, which is almost the sum of the 2nd harmonic components respectively excited by the three sets of PMs.

![Figure 9. Outer airgap flux density with different excitation sources and corresponding harmonic spectra. (a) Flux density waveforms; (b) corresponding harmonic spectra.](image)

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonic Order</th>
<th>Outer Stator PMs</th>
<th>Inner Stator PMs</th>
<th>Stator PMs</th>
<th>Rotor PMs</th>
<th>All PMs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>0.09</td>
<td>0.053</td>
<td>0.144</td>
<td>0.177</td>
<td>0.309</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22nd</td>
<td>0.05</td>
<td>0.015</td>
<td>0.065</td>
<td>0.679</td>
<td>0.735</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24th</td>
<td>0.587</td>
<td>0.016</td>
<td>0.604</td>
<td>0.081</td>
<td>0.677</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 4. Main outer airgap flux density harmonics amplitude (T).

The airgap flux density waveforms in the inner airgap excited by different excitation sources and corresponding harmonic spectra are shown in Figure 10. The amplitudes of the main harmonics in the inner airgap are listed in Table 5. It can be seen that the modulation functions of the stator teeth and
rotor segmented iron cores to the airgap flux density due to different PM arrays are similar to those presented in Figure 9, namely all of the flux density in the inner airgap due to the three sets of PMs contain the 2nd harmonic component. So the secondary winding can be connected with 2 pole-pair numbers. Furthermore, the 2nd harmonic amplitude is 0.348 T, which is close to the sum of the 2nd harmonic components respectively excited by different PMs.

![Figure 10. Inner air gap flux density with different excitation sources and corresponding harmonic spectra.](image)

**Table 5.** Main inner airgap flux density harmonics amplitude (T).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Harmonic Order</th>
<th>Outer Stator PMs</th>
<th>Inner Stator PMs</th>
<th>Stator PMs</th>
<th>Rotor PMs</th>
<th>All PMs</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2nd</td>
<td>0.062</td>
<td>0.097</td>
<td>0.161</td>
<td>0.202</td>
<td>0.348</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>22nd</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.049</td>
<td>0.068</td>
<td>0.698</td>
<td>0.755</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>24th</td>
<td>0.019</td>
<td>0.608</td>
<td>0.627</td>
<td>0.08</td>
<td>0.694</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.4. Flux Linkage and No-Load Back-Electromotive Force (EMF)

Figure 11a shows flux linkage waveforms in the primary windings due to different excitation sources, and the corresponding back-EMF waveforms are presented in Figure 11b. It can be seen that the phases of flux linkage and back-EMF waveforms due to different excitation sources are the same, so it can be concluded that the three sets of PMs play a positive role for energy conversion.

Firstly, when PMs on the two stators are excited, the peak values of flux linkage in primary windings excited by outer stator PMs and inner stator PMs are 0.0086 Wb and 0.0045 Wb, respectively, and its corresponding back-EMF are 9.57 V and 6.48 V, respectively. According to the analysis of airgap flux density in part 3.3, the flux linkage and the back-EMF excited by two sets of PMs on the stator can be calculated as

\[
\begin{align*}
\psi_s &= \psi_{s,outer} + \psi_{s,inner} \\
E_s &= E_{s,outer} + E_{s,inner}
\end{align*}
\]  

(15)
where $\psi_{s,\,outer}$ and $\psi_{s,\,inner}$ are the flux linkage excited by PMs on the outer stator and inner stator, respectively, and the $E_{s,\,outer}$ and $E_{s,\,inner}$ are the corresponding back-EMF, respectively.

It can be seen that the theoretical peak values of flux linkage and back-EMF in the primary windings due to two sets of stator PMs are 0.0131 Wb and 16.05 V, which are almost the same as the FEA results of 0.0131 Wb and 15.71 V, respectively. Besides, the peak values of the flux linkage and back-EMF excited by the PMs on the rotor are 0.0201 Wb and 23.03 V, respectively. Thus, when the machine is excited by three sets of PMs, the flux linkage and the back-EMF can be calculated as

$$\begin{align*}
\psi_a &= \psi_s + \psi_r \\
E_a &= E_s + E_r
\end{align*}$$

(16)

where $\psi_r$ and $E_r$ are the flux linkage and the back EMF excited by the PMs on rotor, respectively.

It can be seen that the theoretical peak values of total flux linkage and total back-EMF in the primary windings are 0.0332 Wb and 39.08 V, which agree well with the FEA results of 0.0315 Wb and 38.59 V, as shown in Figure 10b.

**Figure 11.** Flux linkage and Back-EMF in primary windings due to different excitation sources. (a) Flux linkage; (b) back-EMF.

Similarly, the flux linkage and the back-EMF in the secondary windings can be calculated and analyzed. As shown in Figure 12, when the machine is respectively excited by outer and inner stator PMs, rotor PMs and all of the three sets of PMs, the peak values of flux linkage and back-EMF are 0.0031 Wb and 4.27 V, 0.0052 Wb and 6 V, 0.0128 Wb and 14.98 V, and 0.02 Wb and 25.17 V, respectively, which also agrees well with the results obtained from (15) and (16).
From the analysis of flux linkage and back-EMF of the primary and secondary windings, it can be seen that the two sets of windings can couple with the three sets of PMs on the stator and rotor simultaneously, which is consistent with the analysis of airgap flux density in part 3.3. Thus, the back-EMF and the power density can be improved effectively compared with those of existing machines with single-layer and double-layer PMs.

3.5. Torque

In order to obtain the optimum current phase angle for the maximum output torque, the torque against current angle characteristics are calculated. As shown in Figure 13a, the maximum electromagnetic torque can be obtained when the current angle equals zero in both armature windings. Furthermore, the electromagnetic torque waveforms due to different excitation sources are shown in Figure 13b with different current angles. It can be seen again that the maximum electromagnetic torque is obtained when the current angles of primary windings and secondary windings both equal zero.
zero. Thus, the \( i_d = 0 \) control method is adopted to obtained the high torque current ratio. The magnetic performances of stator PM motor and rotor PM motor is analyzed and compared in [22], which indicated that the PM utilization ratio with PMs mounted in the stator is significantly lower than that with PMs in the rotor. Furthermore, it can be seen from Table 3 that the volume of the three sets of PMs are different, namely, the volume of outer stator PMs and inner stator PMs are 16,400 mm\(^2\) and 13,900 mm\(^2\), respectively, whilst the volume of rotor PMs is 37,350 mm\(^2\). So, the rotor PMs provide the maximum torque and the inner stator provides the minimum torque, as depicted in Figure 14.

Figure 14 shows the average torque waveforms versus different excitation sources with same slot current density of 6 A/mm\(^2\) in the outer stator and 5 A/mm\(^2\) in the inner stator. Ignoring the iron core saturation, the amplitude of torque is linear with the peak value of flux linkage and the \( q \)-axis current in armature windings. According to the analysis of flux linkage and back-EMF, the torque can be expressed as

\[
\begin{align*}
T_s &= T_{s_{\text{outer}}} + T_{s_{\text{inner}}} \\
T_{em} &= T_s + T_r
\end{align*}
\]

(17)

where \( T_{s_{\text{outer}}} \) and \( T_{s_{\text{inner}}} \) are the torque generated by PMs on the outer stator and inner stator, respectively, \( T_s \) and \( T_r \) are the torque generated by two sets of PMs on the stator and the PMs on the rotor.

It can be seen that the average values of the torque are 5.346 Nm and 3.88 Nm when the machine is excited by the outer stator and inner stator PMs, respectively. Besides, the average value of torque excited by two stator PMs is 9.226 Nm according to (17), which is consistent with the simulation value of 9.225 Nm. Moreover, the average value of torque due to the rotor PMs is 13.926 Nm, so the resultant torque can be calculated to be 23.152 Nm according to (17), which agrees well with the FEA result of 22.01 Nm.

![Figure 13. Cont.](image-url)
Figure 13. Torque-current angle characteristics. (a) Torque due to primary windings and secondary windings respectively; (b) total torque of two windings.

Figure 14. Steady torque with different excitation sources.

Figure 15 shows the torque-current characteristics under different slot current density. It can be seen that the average torque increases linearly with the slot current density, which indicates that the machine has a desirable overload capability.
Figure 15. Torque-current curve.

3.6. Temperature Field Analysis

Figure 16 shows the temperature field distribution of the proposed TPMEV-DS machine under the rated conditions at 7200 s. Due to the copper loss of primary windings being much higher than that of secondary windings, the outer stator exhibits higher temperature compared with the inner stator. Figure 17 shows the corresponding temperature curves. It can be seen that the steady temperatures of the primary windings, secondary windings, inner stator PMs, rotor stator PMs and outer stator PMs are 107 °C, 99.9 °C, 99.4 °C, 83.1 °C and 106.5 °C, respectively.

Figure 16. Temperature field distributions at 7200 s.
4. Conclusions

In this paper, a novel TPMEV-DS machine is proposed, in which the DS and intermediate rotor structure are adopted and three sets of PMs are located on the DS and rotor of the machine, respectively. The DS teeth and segmented iron of the rotor lead to non-even airgap magnetic reluctance for magnetic fields produced by three sets of PMs, and thus a series of field harmonic components can be produced in the two airgaps based on the modulation effect. By selecting a suitable stator/rotor pole combination, all of the flux density in the outer airgap and inner airgap due to three sets of PMs contain the 2nd harmonic component, so two sets of windings are connected according to this effective harmonic component in order to achieve the coupling with three sets of PMs simultaneously, and thus the performance of low-speed and high-torque can be performed. Based on the equivalent magnetic circuit method, the operation of the machine is analyzed. Furthermore, the static characteristics such as flux density and corresponding harmonic spectra, flux linkage and torque are analyzed by 2D-FEA to verifying the theory. This confirms that the torque of the proposed machine can be improved due to the adoption of the triple-permanent-magnet structure. Finally, thermal behavior is analyzed which shows the machine can run safely.
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